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From the Indian Ocean to the Mediterranean
The Global Trade Networks of Armenian Merchants from New Julfa
Univ of California Press Drawing on a rich trove of documents, including correspondence not seen for 300 years, this study explores the emergence and growth of a remarkable global trade network operated by Armenian silk merchants from a small outpost in the Persian Empire. Based in New Julfa,
Isfahan, in what is now Iran, these merchants operated a network of commercial settlements that stretched from London and Amsterdam to Manila and Acapulco. The New Julfan Armenians were the only Eurasian community that was able to operate simultaneously and successfully in all the major
empires of the early modern world—both land-based Asian empires and the emerging sea-borne empires—astonishingly without the beneﬁts of an imperial network and state that accompanied and facilitated European mercantile expansion during the same period. This book brings to light for the ﬁrst
time the trans-imperial cosmopolitan world of the New Julfans. Among other topics, it explores the eﬀects of long distance trade on the organization of community life, the ethos of trust and cooperation that existed among merchants, and the importance of information networks and communication in
the operation of early modern mercantile communities.

Universities Handbook
India
Which Degree?
The Foucault Eﬀect
Studies in Governmentality
University of Chicago Press Based on Foucault's 1978 and 1979 lectures on rationalities of government, this work examines the art or activity of government and the diﬀerent ways in which it has been made thinkable and practicable. There are also contributions of other scholars exploring modern
manifestations of government.

Police Patrol Operations
Wadsworth Publishing Company POLICE PATROL OPERATIONS is the most comprehensive modern patrol text available. Miller concisely depicts current police operations for the ﬁeld. Scores of pictures provide readers with a complete understanding of the modern-day oﬃcer and the equipment required
to "serve and protect." This text leads the reader from the basic purpose and function of patrol to the "big picture" of police operations. It discusses contemporary approaches to current problems encountered in the ﬁeld. Miller thoroughly addresses the entire patrol function, including community-based
policing, ethics, traﬃc, communications, substance abuse, vehicle operations, testimony, and report writing, along with oﬃcer survival tactics.

Discipline and Punish
The Birth of the Prison
Vintage In this brilliant work, the most inﬂuential philosopher since Sartre suggests that such vaunted reforms as the abolition of torture and the emergence of the modern penitentiary have merely shifted the focus of punishment from the prisoner's body to his soul.

The Prison and the Factory
Origins of the Penitentiary System
Palgrave
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Which University?
Financial Investigations
A Financial Approach to Detecting and Resolving Crimes
Accents Publications Service This packet contains a textbook, an instructor's guide, and a student workbook for a course on conducting ﬁnancial investigations to detect and solve crimes. The topics covered in the 11 chapters of the textbook and the ancillaries are the following: (1) why ﬁnancial
investigation?; (2) laws related to ﬁnancial crimes; (3) evidence; (4) sources of information; (5) ﬁnancial institutions as sources of information; (6) tracing the movement of money through a business; (7) tracing funds using the direct method of proof; (8) tracing funds using indirect methods of proof; (9)
planning, conducting, and recording an interview; (10) investigative techniques; and (11) money laundering and forfeitures. The text also contains responses to end-of-chapter questions, a glossary, and two appendixes listing selected sources of information and American Bankers Association numbers of
cities and states and Federal Reserve districts. The instructor's guide provides materials for each chapter, including preparation requirements, instructor notes and presentation outline, and an appendix containing exercise feedback sheets, case studies, role-play scenarios, chapter transparencies, and
supplemental chapter information. The guide also includes a bank of tests and quizzes. The student workbook contains supporting and supplemental materials to the textbook content including: introductions to each of the chapters, individual and group skill exercises, information sheets, case studies,
and worksheets. (KC)

Ireland and the British Empire
Oxford University Press on Demand Modern Irish history was determined by the rise, expansion, and decline of the British Empire. And British imperial history, from the age of Atlantic expansion to the age of decolonization, was moulded in part by Irish experience. But the nature of Ireland's position in
the Empire has always been a matter of contentious dispute. Was Ireland a sister kingdom and equal partner in a larger British state? Or was it, because of its proximity and strategic importance, the Empire's mostsubjugated colony? Contemporaries disagreed strongly on these questions, and historians
continue to do so. Questions of this sort can only be answered historically: Ireland's relationship with Britain and the Empire developed and changed over time, as did the Empire itself. This book oﬀers the ﬁrstcomprehensive history of the subject from the early modern era through the contemporary
period. The contributors seek to specify the nature of Ireland's entanglement with empire over time: from the conquest and colonization of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, through the consolidation of Ascendancy rule in the eighteenth, the Act of Union in the period 1801-1921, the emergence
of an Irish Free State and Republic, and eventual withdrawal from the British Commonwealth in 1948. They alsoconsider the participation of Irish people in the Empire overseas, as soldiers, administrators, merchants, migrants, and missionaries; the inﬂuence of Irish social, administrative, and
constitutional precedents in other colonies; and the impact of Irish nationalism and independence on the Empire atlarge. The result is a new interpretation of Irish history in its wider imperial context which is also ﬁlled with insights on the origins, expansion, and decline of the British Empire.This book
oﬀers the ﬁrst comprehensive history of Ireland and the British Empire from the early modern era through the contemporary period. The contributors examine each phase of Ireland's entanglement with the Empire, from conquest and colonisation to independence, along with the extensive participation
of Irish people in the Empire overseas, and the impact of Irish politics and nationalism on other British colonies. The result is a new interpretation of Irish history in its wider imperialcontext which is also ﬁlled with insights on the origins, expansion, and decline of the British Empire.SERIES
DESCRIPTIONThe purpose of the ﬁve volumes of the Oxford History of the British Empire was to provide a comprehensive study of the Empire from its beginning to end, the meaning of British imperialism for the ruled as well as the rulers, and the signiﬁcance of the British Empire as a theme in world
history. The volumes in the Companion Series carry forward this purpose by exploring themes that were not possible to cover adequately in the main series, and to provide fresh interpretations of signiﬁcanttopics.

Business, Race, and Politics in British India, c.1850-1960
Clarendon Press This is a study of the political and economic activities of an important group of British businessmen in India between 1850 and 1960. Though denounced by Indian nationalists as the economic arm of the British Raj, the ﬁrms of these `Managing Agents' seemed unassailable before the
First World War. However, during the inter-war period they rapidly lost their commanding position to both Indian and other foreign competitors. Dr Misra argues that the failure of these ﬁrms was, in part, the consequence of their particular (and ultimately self-defeating) attitudes towards business,
politics, and race. She casts new light on British colonial society in India, and makes an important contribution to current debates on the nature of the British Empire and the causes of Britain's relative economic decline.

Triumph of the City
How Our Greatest Invention Makes Us Richer, Smarter, Greener, Healthier, and Happier
Penguin Shortlisted for the Financial Times and McKinsey Best Book of the Year Award in 2011 “A masterpiece.” —Steven D. Levitt, coauthor of Freakonomics “Bursting with insights.” —The New York Times Book Review A pioneering urban economist presents a myth-shattering look at the majesty and
greatness of cities America is an urban nation, yet cities get a bad rap: they're dirty, poor, unhealthy, environmentally unfriendly . . . or are they? In this revelatory book, Edward Glaeser, a leading urban economist, declares that cities are actually the healthiest, greenest, and richest (in both cultural and
economic terms) places to live. He travels through history and around the globe to reveal the hidden workings of cities and how they bring out the best in humankind. Using intrepid reportage, keen analysis, and cogent argument, Glaeser makes an urgent, eloquent case for the city's importance and
splendor, oﬀering inspiring proof that the city is humanity's greatest creation and our best hope for the future.

Introduction to Criminology
Theories, Methods, and Criminal Behavior
SAGE Publications "This is one of the best texts I have seen in a while...It makes the world of criminology less daunting and more relevant." —Allyson S. Maida, St. John’s University Introduction to Criminology, Tenth Edition, is a comprehensive introduction to the study of criminology, focusing on the
vital core areas of the ﬁeld—theory, method, and criminal behavior. With more attention to crime typologies than most introductory texts, Hagan and Daigle investigate all forms of criminal activity, such as organized crime, white collar crime, political crime, and environmental crime. The methods of
operation, the eﬀects on society and policy decisions, and the connection between theory and criminal behavior are all explained in a clear, accessible manner. A Complete Teaching & Learning Package SAGE Premium Video Included in the interactive eBook! SAGE Premium Video tools and resources
boost comprehension and bolster analysis. Preview a video now. Interactive eBook Includes access to SAGE Premium Video, multimedia tools, and much more! Save when you bundle the interactive eBook with the new edition. Order using bundle ISBN: 978-1-5443-6676-0. Learn more. SAGE coursepacks
FREE! Easily import our quality instructor and student resource content into your school’s learning management system (LMS) and save time. Learn more. SAGE edge FREE online resources for students that make learning easier. See how your students beneﬁt. .

The Principles of Commercial Law
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With an Appendix of Statutes, Annotated by Means of References to the Text
Graduate Studies
The Essential Law Dictionary
Sphinx Publishing The Essential Law Dictionary is an essential up-to-date legal reference, containing over 3,000 entries explaining legal language that can often be hard to understand, even for lawyers. This book focuses on deﬁning the terms that people today are most likely to encounter when dealing
with the law. The deﬁnitions are clear, concise, and easy-to-understand. Whether you are a lawyer, a law student, or a layperson, this handy reference will help you understand the precise meaning of any legal term.

Criminal Sociology
Code of Commerce
Pan-Islamic Connections
Transnational Networks Between South Asia and the Gulf
Oxford University Press South Asia is today the region inhabited by the largest number of Muslims---roughly 500 million. In the course of the Islamisation process, which begaun in the eighth century, it developed a distinct Indo-Islamic civilisation that culminated in the Mughal Empire. While paying lip
service to the power centres of Islam in the Gulf, including Mecca and Medina, this civilisation has cultivated its own variety of Islam, based on Suﬁsm. Over the last ﬁfty years, pan-Islamic ties have intensiﬁed between these two regions. Gathering together some of the best specialists on the subject,
this volume explores these ideological, educational and spiritual networks, which have gained momentum due to political strategies, migration ﬂows and increased communications. At stake are both the resilience of the civilisation that imbued South Asia with a speciﬁc identity, and the relations
between Sunnis and Shias in a region where Saudi Arabia and Iran are ﬁghting a cultural proxy war, as evident in the foreign ramiﬁcations of sectarianism in Pakistan. Pan-Islamic Connections investigates the nature and implications of the cultural, spiritual and socio-economic rapprochement between
these two Islams.

Gold Rush Port
The Maritime Archaeology of San Francisco’s Waterfront
Univ of California Press Described as a "forest of masts," San Francisco's Gold Rush waterfront was a ﬂoating economy of ships and wharves, where a dazzling array of global goods was traded and transported. Drawing on excavations in buried ships and collapsed buildings from this period, James P.
Delgado re-creates San Francisco's unique maritime landscape, shedding new light on the city's remarkable rise from a small village to a boomtown of thousands in the three short years from 1848 to 1851. Gleaning history from artifacts—preserves and liquors in bottles, leather boots and jackets, hulls
of ships, even crocks of butter lying alongside discarded guns—Gold Rush Port paints a fascinating picture of how ships and global connections created the port and the city of San Francisco. Setting the city's history into the wider web of international relationships, Delgado reshapes our understanding of
developments in the Paciﬁc that led to a world system of trading.

Transporting Visions
The Movement of Images in Early America
Univ of California Press "Published with the assistance of the Getty Foundation."

Big Money Crime
Fraud and Politics in the Savings and Loan Crisis
Univ of California Press At a cost of $500 billion to American taxpayers, the savings and loan debacle of the 1980s was the worst ﬁnancial crisis of the twentieth century as well as a crime unparalleled in American history. Yet the vast majority of its perpetrators will never be prosecuted, and those who
were have received minimal sentences. In the ﬁrst in-depth scrutiny of the ways and means of this disaster, this groundbreaking book comes to disturbing conclusions about the deliberate nature of this ﬁnancial fraud, the political collusion involved, and the leniency of the criminal justice system in
dealing with these "Gucci-clad white-collar criminals." Using material from over one hundred interviews with government oﬃcials and industry leaders and recently declassiﬁed documents, the authors show how—contrary to previous government and "expert" explanations that chalked the disaster up to
business risks gone awry or adverse economic conditions—S&L leaders engaged in deliberate fraud, stealing from their own corporations to speculate on high-risk ventures. Tempted by the insurance net, perpetrators looted their own institutions in a new kind of white-collar crime the authors dub
"collective embezzlement." Big Money Crime also demonstrates how systematic political collusion—not just policy errors—was a critical ingredient in this unprecedented series of frauds. Bringing together statistics from a variety of government agencies, the authors provide a close reading of the track
record of prosecutions and sentencing and ﬁnd that "suite crime" receives much more lenient treatment than "street crime," despite its signiﬁcantly higher price tag. The book concludes with a number of modest, but no less urgent, policy recommendations to counter the current deregulatory trend and
to avert a replay of the S&L debacle in other ﬁnancial sectors. FROM THE BOOK:"We built thick walls; we have cameras; we have time clocks on the vaults . . . all these controls were to protect against somebody stealing the cash. Well, you can steal far more money, and take it out the back door. The
best way to rob a bank is to own one."—House Committee on Government Operations, 1988
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Adam Smith
Systematic Philosopher and Public Thinker
Oxford University Press Eric Schliesser's Adam Smith is the product of two decades' reﬂection by the author on the great Scottish Enlightenment. Unique among treatments of Adam Smith, Schliesser's book treats him as a systematic philosopher. Smith was a giant of the Scottish Enlightenment with
polymath interests; Schliesser thus explores Smith's economics and ethics in light of his other commitments on the nature of knowledge, the theory of emotions, the theory of mind, his account of language, the nature of causation, and his views on methodology. He places Smith's ideas in the context of
a host of other philosophers, especially Hume, Rousseau, and Newton; and he draws on the reception of Smith's ideas by Sophie de Grouchy, Mary Wollstonecraft, and other philosophers and economists to sketch the elements of, and the detailed connections within, Smith's system. Adam Smith traces
the outlines of Smith's intellectual system and situates it in the context of his highly developed views on the norms that govern responsible speech. In particular, the book articulates Smith's concerns about the impact of his public policy recommendations, especially on the least powerful in society. In so
doing, Schliesser oﬀers new interpretations of Smith's views on the invisible hand, the Wealth of Nations, his treatment of virtue, the nature of freedom, the individual's relationship to society, his account of the passions, the moral roles of religion, and his treatment of the role of mathematics in
economics. While the book does oﬀer a single argument, it is organized in a modular fashion and includes a helpful index; readers with a more focused interest in Smith's achievements can skip to their section of interest.

Global Pirates
Fraud in the Oﬀshore Insurance Industry
UPNE A critical investigation of international insurance fraud.

Risk Analysis and the Security Survey
Elsevier As there is a need for careful analysis in a world where threats are growing more complex and serious, you need the tools to ensure that sensible methods are employed and correlated directly to risk. Counter threats such as terrorism, fraud, natural disasters, and information theft with the
Fourth Edition of Risk Analysis and the Security Survey. Broder and Tucker guide you through analysis to implementation to provide you with the know-how to implement rigorous, accurate, and cost-eﬀective security policies and designs. This book builds on the legacy of its predecessors by updating
and covering new content. Understand the most fundamental theories surrounding risk control, design, and implementation by reviewing topics such as cost/beneﬁt analysis, crime prediction, response planning, and business impact analysis--all updated to match today's current standards. This book will
show you how to develop and maintain current business contingency and disaster recovery plans to ensure your enterprises are able to sustain loss are able to recover, and protect your assets, be it your business, your information, or yourself, from threats. Oﬀers powerful techniques for weighing and
managing the risks that face your organization Gives insights into universal principles that can be adapted to speciﬁc situations and threats Covers topics needed by homeland security professionals as well as IT and physical security managers

Nationalism and War
Oxford University Press This interdisciplinary book is the ﬁrst systematic study of the relationship between nationalism and war and, as such, makes an original contribution to theories of nationalism and state formation. It oﬀers a dynamic and interactive framework by which to understand the role of
warfare in its changing manifestations in the rise of nation-states, the formation of national communities, deﬁnitions of political rights and duties, and the transformation from a world of empires to one of nation states. Nationalism and War scrutinizes existing approaches that view both nations and
nationalism as recent products of martial state-building that began with the military revolutions in Europe, and argues that nationalism and national communities emerged independently in the Middle Ages to shape both war-making and state-building. This book also explores the connection between
war commemoration and the creation of nations as sacralized communities that oﬀer meaning and purpose to a world marked by unpredictable change. It shows how nationalist military revolutions led to the downfall of Empires in total war and the mass production of postcolonial nation states. But
problems of security have also inspired recurring patterns of re-imperialization. This book refutes claims that we are now in a global and post-national era where traumatic accounts have replaced the heroic narratives that once sustained nation-states. Finally, it appraises approaches that claim there is
an inherent connection between nationalism and collective violence, arguing such connections are largely contingent.

Social Theory and Social Structure
Simon and Schuster Examines the interactions between sociological theory and research in various approaches to the study of social structure, evaluating the limitations and functions of each

Pace
Introduction to Criminology
English Private Law
Oxford University Press, USA This work has become a key point of reference on English private law for lawyers in the UK and throughout the world. Packed within its 2,000 pages users will ﬁnd a lucid, concise yet immensely authoritative account of all of the key areas of private law. Each section is
written by anacknowledged expert, bringing to bear their experience and understanding to provide a clear distillation and analysis of the relevant subject. The second supplement, included in this set, fully updates the main volumes with all developments aﬀecting English Private Law up to January 2004.

Guide to Foreign and International Legal Citations
"Formerly known as the International Citation Manual"--p. xv.

Justice, Legitimacy, and Self-Determination
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Moral Foundations for International Law
OUP Oxford This book articulates a systematic vision of an international legal system grounded in the commitment to justice for all persons. It provides a probing exploration of the moral issues involved in disputes about secession, ethno-national conﬂict, 'the right of self-determination of peoples,'
human rights, and the legitimacy of the international legal system itself. Buchanan advances vigorous criticisms of the central dogmas of international relations and international law, arguing that the international legal system should make justice, not simply peace, among states a primary goal, and
rejecting the view that it is permissible for a state to conduct its foreign policies exclusively according to what is in the 'the national interest'. He also shows that the only alternatives are not rigid adherence to existing international law or lawless chaos in which the world's one superpower pursues its
own interests without constraints. This book not only criticizes the existing international legal order, but also oﬀers morally defensible and practicable principles for reforming it. Justice, Legitimacy, and Self-Determination will ﬁnd a broad readership in political science, international law, and political
philosophy. Oxford Political Theory presents the best new work in political theory. It is intended to be broad in scope, including original contributions to political philosophy and also work in applied political theory. The series contains works of outstanding quality with no restrictions as to approach or
subject matter. Series Editors: Will Kymlicka, David Miller, and Alan Ryan

Pure Theory of Law
The Lawbook Exchange, Ltd. Kelsen, Hans. Pure Theory of Law. Translation from the Second German Edition by Max Knight. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1967. x, 356 pp. Reprinted 2005 by The Lawbook Exchange, Ltd. ISBN 1-58477-578-5. Paperbound. $36.95 * Second revised and enlarged
edition, a complete revision of the ﬁrst edition published in 1934. A landmark in the development of modern jurisprudence, the pure theory of law deﬁnes law as a system of coercive norms created by the state that rests on the validity of a generally accepted Grundnorm, or basic norm, such as the
supremacy of the Constitution. Entirely self-supporting, it rejects any concept derived from metaphysics, politics, ethics, sociology, or the natural sciences. Beginning with the medieval reception of Roman law, traditional jurisprudence has maintained a dual system of "subjective" law (the rights of a
person) and "objective" law (the system of norms). Throughout history this dualism has been a useful tool for putting the law in the service of politics, especially by rulers or dominant political parties. The pure theory of law destroys this dualism by replacing it with a unitary system of objective positive
law that is insulated from political manipulation. Possibly the most inﬂuential jurisprudent of the twentieth century, Hans Kelsen [1881-1973] was legal adviser to Austria's last emperor and its ﬁrst republican government, the founder and permanent advisor of the Supreme Constitutional Court of Austria,
and the author of Austria's Constitution, which was enacted in 1920, abolished during the Anschluss, and restored in 1945. The author of more than forty books on law and legal philosophy, he is best known for this work and General Theory of Law and State. Also active as a teacher in Europe and the
United States, he was Dean of the Law Faculty of the University of Vienna and taught at the universities of Cologne and Prague, the Institute of International Studies in Geneva, Harvard, Wellesley, the University of California at Berkeley, and the Naval War College.Also available in cloth.

The Publishers' Circular and Booksellers' Record
Africa In-The-World
Peter Lang Gmbh, Internationaler Verlag Der Wissenschaften This book is above all an example of philosophical reﬂection in Africa, refuting traditional commonplaces concerning the continent. The texts comprising this volume disprove the misconceptions that Africa has never understood itself and has
never contributed to the enrichment of knowledge, the development of rational thought, philosophy, the arts, science and technology as well as civilization. For the members of the recently established network Africa In-The-World, the contributions dealing with musical rhythms, dances and the
continental humanist philosophy conﬁrm that Africanisation is a process that continues unabated to this day. The multiple and signiﬁcant African contributions are often diﬃcult to see because they have long since been adopted and integrated into the heritage of humanity. Africa In-The-World is
working toward the construction of a universal humanity - one conceived in terms of a "give and take mentality."

Participating in Crime
The Stationery Oﬃce This is the second of two Commission reports which examine options for reform of the law relating to criminal liability for encouraging or assisting another person to commit an oﬀence (the previous report 'Inchoate liability for assisting and encouraging crime' was published in July
2006 as Cm. 6878 (Law Com. no. 300, ISBN 9780101687829). This report focuses on the law of secondary liability and examines the problems with the law as it currently stands; the diﬀerences between inchoate liability and secondary liability; recommendations to introduce statutory schemes of
secondary liability and of innocent agency and a new oﬀence of causing the commission of a no fault oﬀence; defences and exemptions; and extra-territorial jurisdiction. It includes the text of two draft bills: Participating in Crime Bill and Participating in Crime (Jurisdiction, Procedure and Consequential
Provisions) Bill. Taken together, the recommendations contained in both reports seek to establish a system whereby inchoate and secondary liability will support and supplement each other in a way that is rational and fair.

Creativity & Innovation
Notion Press “Creativity and innovation are to events, what the heart and soul are to the living.” The book aims at encouraging readers to capture the traits and develop skills for enhancing their creative and innovative capabilities, cultivating the culture of creativity and innovation. Creativity is
inventiveness with new ideas; critical thinking is generating and selecting ideas; and innovation turns creativity into products, processes and services. Creativity + Critical thinking + Innovation = Path of Desired Change The primary diﬀerence between creativity and innovation is that the former refers
to conceiving a new idea while the latter involves converting that idea into a marketable commodity. Creativity and innovation are an attempt to gain a competitive advantage. Organizations are now focusing on enhancing their employees’ creativity and not merely developing their technical
competencies and skills. Undoubtedly, creativity is the most important human resource of all without which there would be no progress, and we would be forever repeating the same patterns. Innovation is at the heart of all successful companies.

Introduction to the Science of Sociology
CreateSpace This collection of literature attempts to compile many of the classic, timeless works that have stood the test of time and oﬀer them at a reduced, aﬀordable price, in an attractive volume so that everyone can enjoy them.

Quantile Regression
Cambridge University Press Quantile regression is gradually emerging as a uniﬁed statistical methodology for estimating models of conditional quantile functions. By complementing the exclusive focus of classical least squares regression on the conditional mean, quantile regression oﬀers a systematic
strategy for examining how covariates inﬂuence the location, scale and shape of the entire response distribution. This monograph is the ﬁrst comprehensive treatment of the subject, encompassing models that are linear and nonlinear, parametric and nonparametric. The author has devoted more than
25 years of research to this topic. The methods in the analysis are illustrated with a variety of applications from economics, biology, ecology and ﬁnance. The treatment will ﬁnd its core audiences in econometrics, statistics, and applied mathematics in addition to the disciplines cited above.

Maiden Voyage
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The Senzaimaru and the Creation of Modern Sino-Japanese Relations
Univ of California Press After centuries of virtual isolation, during which time international sea travel was forbidden outside of Japan’s immediate ﬁshing shores, Japanese shogunal authorities in 1862 made the unprecedented decision to launch an oﬃcial delegation to China by sea. Concerned by the
fast-changing global environment, they had witnessed the ever-increasing number of incursions into Asia by European powers—not the least of which was Commodore Perry’s arrival in Japan in 1853–54 and the forced opening of a handful of Japanese ports at the end of the decade. The Japanese
reasoned that it was only a matter of time before they too encountered the same unfortunate fate as China; their hope was to learn from the Chinese experience and to keep foreign powers at bay. They dispatched the Senzaimaru to Shanghai with the purpose of investigating contemporary conditions
of trade and diplomacy in the international city. Japanese from varied domains, as well as shogunal oﬃcials, Nagasaki merchants, and an assortment of deck hands, made the voyage along with a British crew, spending a total of ten weeks observing and interacting with the Chinese and with a handful of
Westerners. Roughly a dozen Japanese narratives of the voyage were produced at the time, recounting personal impressions and experiences in Shanghai. The Japanese emissaries had the distinct advantage of being able to communicate with their Chinese hosts by means of the "brush conversation"
(written exchanges in literary Chinese). For their part, the Chinese authorities also created a paper trail of reports and memorials concerning the Japanese visitors, which worked its way up and down the bureaucratic chain of command. This was the ﬁrst oﬃcial meeting of Chinese and Japanese in
several centuries. Although the Chinese authorities agreed to few of the Japanese requests for trade relations and a consulate, nine years later China and Japan would sign the ﬁrst bilateral treaty of amity in their history, a completely equal treaty. East Asia—and the diplomatic and trade relations
between the region’s two major players in the modern era—would never be the same.
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